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To Cynthia Brooke.  
Walk through this world with me.
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E Leica M (240), 21mm, 1/500 @ f/4, ISO 200

Fogo Island, Newfoundland, 2014.

Introduction
IF I WERE TO BEGIN a school of photography right now, it would send the 

geeks screaming for the hills. Or at least avoiding my school in droves. Every 

student would spend one year with one camera—a fully manual 35mm camera 

like the Pentax Spotmatic or the Canon AE-1. It would have one prime lens and 

a light meter. Students would be restricted to black and white film. And they’d 

be restricted from using anything digital except an iPhone. There’d be no 

magazines and no how-to books. Students would spend a year making photo-

graphs, talking about them, studying the work of photographers—past and 

 present—who had something to say, those who made their mark in some way. 

They’d study stories, and painting, and some art history beyond merely the 

annals of photographic history. For some people it would be a long, long year. 
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A friend asked me recently if I felt photographic educators were these days too 

strongly biased toward the technical, that they did not pay enough attention to 

the aesthetic. I do. But it isn’t just a problem today. It was the same almost 30 

years ago when I first picked up a camera. And that was when there was little 

more to learn technically than how to focus and expose. Easily mastered with 

some time and a hundred rolls of film. I know, I’m painting with a broad brush, 

but really, what more is there in terms of how the camera itself works? The rest 

is making a photograph that comes alive in some way—for us, or for others. 

So, because it’s not likely that anyone is signing up soon for my sadistic school 

of photography—despite the likelihood that grads would have a better chance 

at making more powerful images in less time—this is my short-form curricu-

lum. It contains some compromises because I know my own brand of idealism 

doesn’t appeal to all, nor does it work for all. I’ve written it to be somewhat 

nonlinear, so you can pick any point and begin reading. But the lessons are all 

interconnected, so starting at the front isn’t the worst idea. I’ve also written it 

with what Scott Belsky, author of Making Ideas Happen, calls a “strong bias 

towards action.” In other words, we learn best by doing and there’s a minimum 

of handholding in these pages. I’ve given you as much as I feel you need to 

know in that beautiful brain of yours, the one none of us gives enough credit to. 

The rest you will learn, as you learn everything in life—by repetition, failure, and 

trying again until it becomes yours. 

You will notice here an absence of rules, because there are none. We will not 

be exploring the Rule of Thirds, because there is no such rule, and I want to 

encourage a healthy anarchy among my students. I want to introduce you to a 

handful of photographers who changed this art form and taught their genera-

tion, and later us, to see in new ways. I want to show you principles and invite 

you to play with them, turn them on their heads and try new things until you 

prove me wrong. I won’t be marking your assignments, so there’s no one to 

please and there’s no exam to cram for only to regurgitate the contents the next 

day and forget about them. There is no right way—only ways that will give you 

the tools you need to create new and beautiful, honest things with your camera. 

It’s tempting to tell you there is no magic wand. I’ve been telling students that 

for years. But I was wrong. There is a magic wand: it’s making photographs. 

Thousands and thousands of photographs. It’s being honest with ourselves 

and not trying to be someone else. It’s giving the craft time to grow and not 
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expecting to master something overnight that others have taken a lifetime to 

do. It’s studying photographs and knowing what they provoke in you, and why. 

It’s looking to painters and designers and others who work in two dimensions 

and learning from them. It’s relentlessly looking for light, lines, and moments. 

Some of us can do astonishing things with 12 strobes or can HDR the crap out 

of 16 frames taken on a $40,000 Hasselblad but still can’t make a photograph 

anyone truly gives a damn about. The Internet is full of those kinds of images: 

technically perfect, frequently lauded with “Nice capture, man,” and utterly for-

gettable. I think I’d weep if the best you could say about my photographs is that 

they’re tack sharp or perfectly exposed.

We’re all looking for the perfect little box with a hole in it, and they’re sexy 

little things, I’ll give you that. The best ones feel good in the hands, and I’m 

the first one to tell you I love the tactility of this craft. But Leica’s red dot isn’t 

going to make my photographs any better if they’re not already good. Think-

ing differently will do that. Wrestling with new ideas and compositions will do 

that. Replacing the gear catalogs and popular magazines that are packed with 

ads—voices telling you, “You can shoot like a pro” with the newest camera—

with books of actual photographs will help you do that. Putting down your fancy 

D4 and picking up a completely manual 35mm camera for a while might do that, 

too. And yes, a small mirrorless camera might do that for you. Or it won’t. If you 

aren’t making beautiful, honest photographs with the camera you have now, you 

won’t do it with the one you’re lusting for. I promise.

I know I’ve preached this sermon before. I know it gets old. I also know it might 

get read as a rant, but it’s truly not. The camera collectors will collect, with no 

interest in making something that moves hearts or opens eyes, and God bless 

’em if that’s what makes them happy. But most of you, at least the ones reading 

this, want that. So do I. We want it so badly it hurts, and the long years ahead 

to mastery feel like a joy on the rare days they don’t feel so damn frustrating. 

But things get cloudy sometimes, and it doesn’t help that people like me once 

in a while tell you how great this new camera or that new lens is. And those 

people—including me sometimes—need also to be reminded that none of it 

really matters. Just get a camera that feels good in your hands and does what 

you need it do without getting in the way, and then go make photographs. How 

new, shiny, sexy, small, large, or European your camera is doesn’t make a hill of 

beans’ worth of difference to how it moves the human heart. Astonishing work 

“ There is a 
magic wand: 
it’s making 
photographs. 
Thousands and 
thousands of 
photographs.”
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is created on old lenses, Polaroids, Holgas, old Digital Rebels, and the vener-

able AE-1. You won’t impress anyone (other than other photographers) with your 

list of Canon L lenses. The only thing most of us truly care about are the pho-

tographs. The rest is irrelevant. Don’t let it sidetrack you. Envy, gear lust, and 

the lie that better gear will make more compelling photographs just pull your 

mind and heart away from making art. Beauty can be made with the simplest of 

means.

And just as you will become no better an artist or craftsperson merely by the 

purchase or use of a new tool, neither will you become so with new knowledge. 

You will read nothing in this book that proves itself to be a secret formula of any 

kind. Some of the lessons will seem basic. They are. But don’t dismiss them. You 

will not get better at this craft with merely a passing familiarity with the basics. 

Head knowledge will not get you any closer to mastery. It is in doing these 

things—the basics—over and over that you will find they become intuitive, that 

suddenly you’re speaking this language fluently and creating not just dry prose, 

but poetry that moves the heart—visually speaking. Mastery doesn’t come 

quickly, and after nearly 30 years I see it more as a journey than a destination—

it comes incrementally with practice. There is no secret thing you will learn here 

or anywhere else, except this: study, practice, and don’t forget that your most 

important assets as an artist are imagination, passion, patience, receptivity, 

curiosity, and a dogged refusal to follow the rules. 

Let’s get started.

“ Head knowledge 
will not get you 
any closer to 
mastery. It is 
in doing these 
things—the 
basics—over  
and over that  
you will find  
they become 
intuitive.”

E Leica M(240), 21mm, 8s @ f/4.0, ISO 100

Fogo Island, Newfoundland, Canada. 2014.
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 Nikon D3s, 23mm, 1/25 @ f/4, ISO 1600

I could have made this photograph with any camera I own. 
Sure, some might handle the low light a little better, but 
software helps with that, and when’s the last time someone 
was deeply moved by how good your sensor is?

LESSON 11

Forget the 
Camera
IT IS EASY, in a craft where we rely as heavily as we do upon the cameras 

in our hands, to get a little too attached to our gear. So maybe now is a 

good time to ask you to—no, to beg you to—forget the  camera. Photo

graphy, the way I practice and teach it (which is not the only way, not by a 

long shot, but I assume it’s a way that resonates with you because you’ve 

chosen to read this book and not another) is about you and the world 

around you. It’s about stories, and life, and photographs that say some

thing about those things. It is not about cameras. It is not about impress

ing people with the brand of camera you carry or the length of the lens 

you use. Very few people care about those things.
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The best craftspeople and artists get so good that their tools become an exten

sion of them, a mere afterthought. They choose the tool that works for them, the 

tool that gets out of the way as quickly as possible and allows them to do their 

work with as few frustrations as possible. And they know, in the case of photog

raphy, that the real work of making a photograph relies on skills you won’t read 

about in the camera manuals, important as those little books are. 

Of course, we need the camera to make photographs. But once you have 

learned to use the camera, the most important photographic skills are these: 

receptivity and an openness to see things as they are, curiosity, patience, and 

a willingness to fail and try again. In the case of photographing people, the key 

skill is an ability to empathize and connect. In the case of travel photography, 

it’s an ability and willingness to engage a place, and a people, on its own terms. 

Whatever the genre, there is a skill, or a list of skills, that is more important than 

just knowing how to use a camera. And I’m not saying that to downplay techni

cal expertise, but to elevate the role of the man, woman, or child (because many 

of us pick up a camera for the first time as kids) behind the black box. Give me, 

any day, a lowresolution photograph made with cheap optics and printed on 

recycled paper but made by someone with something to say and the courage 

to say it, over a perfectly sharp, 40megapixel image made with the best lenses 

and no vision or creativity. 

Too many photographers get sidetracked early on by the unimportant. Their 

lives become an endless obsession with the latest camera, lens, or software, 

and the hunt to acquire them, and that’s okay if that’s what you want to do with 

your too few days on this earth. Truly. But it won’t make your photographs any 

more compelling, any more interesting, any more beautiful, or any more human. 

Those things take something more. 

A photograph will only be as interesting, human, beautiful, creative, insightful, 

or motivating as the person behind the camera. So learn to use the camera. 

Learn it so well that you can forget it, and move on to making photographs that 

transcend their humble, technological origins. I know this doesn’t sound like 

photographic advice, but if you can fall more in love with life, and the possibility 

of expressing something amazing through the humble photograph, than you do 

with the camera and the gear, you’ll make stronger photographs than you ever 

imagined. Some of us took far too long to learn that. 

 Nikon D800, 85mm,  
1/320 @ f/8.0, ISO 400

It’s the relationships, the 
light, the moments, and 
how you deal with them, 
with the camera in your 
hand, that will make your 
photographs stand out. 
This is Gabriel, a man I 
met in Kenya. After our 
time together he gave 
me a camel. It happens 
all the time (though not 
usually with a camel) and 
it has everything to do 
with connection. Don’t get 
sidetracked by the gear. 
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ONE OF THE THINGS you’ll consistently notice about the bodies of 

work of photographers who’ve been doing this a while is that many of 

them, though not all, seem to work very intentionally to create a consis

tency within a body of work—some kind of unifying element. Often that 

element revolves around a theme, so it’d be a body of work about the 

female nude figure, for example. That theme alone can create a visual 

unity. Another way of doing the same thing is with consistency in other 

constraints, like a shared crop ratio, such as every image being square 

or 4:5, for example. 

Consider Your 
Color Palette

LESSON 17



G Nikon D3s, 140mm, 1/8000 @ f/5.6, 
ISO 800

G Nikon D3s, 600mm, 1/100 @ f/5.6, ISO 1600

G Nikon D3s, 16mm, 1/50 @ f/11, ISO 200

G Nikon D3s, 600mm, 1/400 @ f/5.6, ISO 800G Nikon D3s, 30mm, 1/125 @ f/11, ISO 200
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G Nikon D800, 16mm, 1/320 @ f/13, ISO 200

G Nikon D800, 70mm, 1/8 @ f/16, ISO 100

G Nikon D800, 200mm, 1/500 @ f/8, ISO 200

 Nikon D800, 175mm, 1/100 @ f/7.1, ISO 400
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G Nikon D800, 300mm, 1/800 @ f/10, ISO 800 G Nikon D3s, 23mm, 1/400 @ f/9, ISO 400
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A consistent color palette also does this powerfully, with every image shar

ing a common set of hues and tones. This creates a flow when the images are 

presented together, creating a common mood or emotion through the work, 

even when the gesture within the images changes dramatically. You can choose 

this palette while you photograph, and refine it as you become more and more 

aware of what the body of work is becoming. Not all of us begin a body of work 

to find it becomes the thing we imagined it. There’s often an evolution that 

leads to stronger, more unexpected, work than if we’d not allowed ourselves 

to divert in a new direction. You can also choose, or refine, this palette in the 

digital darkroom. In the case of my Hokkaido series I was very intentional while 

I photographed and needed very few adjustments in Lightroom. The grizzly 

series from the Khutzeymateen all shared a consistent palette when I photo

graphed it, but not the one I wanted, so I worked hard to subdue some of the 

hypersaturated greens and bring a common warmth to the images, which, shot 

over seven days in very different weather, needed some help with the tones to 

bring them all a little closer to being cohesive.

Intentionally chosen color palettes are not only for unifying bodies of work.  

A painter sitting at his easel and wanting to create a certain mood will choose 

a color palette. It’s a little easier for painters, but photographers work with an 

existing reality. Although we can do anything we want with Photoshop or Light

room, it’s not my style to be so heavyhanded. But you can be selective while 

you still have the camera in your hand. Being intentional while you look at the 

scene, choosing weather or a time of day that contributes to what you’re trying 

to accomplish, or lighting the studio and dressing the set—none of these hap

pen accidentally, and if you go into your work remembering that a wellchosen 

color palette is a powerful tool, you can at least begin to exclude elements that 

do not conform to your vision. 

“ You can choose 
this palette 
while you 
photograph, and 
refine it as you 
become more 
and more aware 
of what the  
body of work  
is becoming.”
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YOUR ASSIGNMENT
Fashion photographers and commercial photographers do this very well. If 

you can get your hands on either Applied Arts or Communication Arts, both 

magazines produce photography and illustration annuals. Take some time to 

look through them and examine the way both photographers and illustrators 

choose their palettes. You’ll notice it in both single pieces and bodies of work. 

Often you can identify a photographer simply by her consistent use of color. 

My friend Dave Delnea—DaveDelnea.com—does this really well, and as of this 

writing his website has some excellent examples of this. Do a Google image 

search for Erik Almas—you’ll notice an amazing intentionality and consistency. 

Same thing with Brooke Shaden. Spend some time looking at all three of these 

photographers’ work. I like Google’s image search because it shows the images 

well together and allows easy comparing and contrasting. Note that when I talk 

about  consistency—and you’ll see it in the work I’ve suggested you look at—that 

I do not mean homogeny or uniformity. 
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direction of light, 115–125

backlight, 122–125
front light, 116–117
sidelight, 118–121

distortion, wide-angle, 43
dynamic balance, 172, 174
dynamic composition, 35

E
edge-cut sun effect, 124
Eisenstaedt, Alfred, 253
elegance, 234, 237
energy in photos

diagonals for creating, 88–93
sense of motion and, 28

Epson printers, 245
equipment. See cameras; gear
Erwitt, Elliott, 4, 184, 187, 253
Ethiopia, 207

Harar, 78–79
Lalibela, 144–145

Evans, Walker, 253
exclusion, art of, 48

Chabris, Christopher F., 212
Chateau Frontenac, 57
Chiang Mia, Thailand, 186
children, 182
chimping, 155, 232
cinematic thinking, 194–197
circular polarizing filter, 227–228
close-up photography, 214–217

assignment on exploring, 217
examples of, 214–215, 216, 217

Coelho, Paulo, 156
color contrast, 76–79

assignment about, 78
photo example of, 79

color of light, 134
color palettes, 70–75

assignment about, 75
photo examples of, 71–73

color temperature, 134
Communication Arts magazine, 75
complementary colors, 76, 77–78
composition

balance related to, 172
scale used in, 206–209

conceptual contrast, 184–187, 190
consistency, 70, 75
contact info for author, 259
contrast

color, 76–79
conceptual, 184–187, 190

cool light, 134
courage, 166
CraftandVision.com, 259
creativity, 111, 210
Critic voice, 248
cropping

aspect ratios for, 202–205
orientation of frame and, 199, 202

D
DavidduChemin.com website, 259
Deception Island, Antarctica, 62–63, 210, 211
decisive moment, 154
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G
gear

forgetting about, 44–47
optical filters, 226–231
tripods, 222–225
See also cameras; lenses

golden ratio, 204
graduated ND filter, 227, 230–231
gray cards, 16, 17, 134
grizzly bears, 40–41, 156–157, 159

H
Haas, Ernst, 253
Harar, Ethiopia, 78–79
hard light, 130, 131
heartful shooting, 238–241
Herzog, Fred, 253
highlight warnings, 21, 22
histograms, 19, 20–22
Hokkaido, Japan, 224–225, 236, 237, 252, 253
horizons, 104–107

assignment on shooting, 107
photo examples of, 105
questions to ask about, 106

horizontal orientation, 198
Hot Shoe Diaries, The (McNally), 227

I
Iceland, 12–13
imitation, 240
implying stories, 190
impressionist photographs, 36
inclusion, sense of, 40–43
India

Delhi, 184–185
Varanasi, 186

in-focus zone, 60
Instagram info for author, 259
intensity of light, 131
intent (or vision), 2

expectations, 212
exploring possibilities, 210–213
exposure

histograms for, 20–22
Manual mode for, 10–11
RAW file formats and, 18, 21
three components of, 24–27
Zone System for, 12–17

exposure triangle, 24–27
assignment on using, 27
diagram illustrating, 25

F
Facebook page of author, 259
filters, 226–231

assignment on using, 231
circular polarizing, 227–228
graduated ND, 227, 230–231
neutral density, 229

flash photography, 226–227
Florian coffee shop, 28–29, 30, 31
flow, 74, 220
flower photography, 216, 217, 237
focus

abstract, 66–69
depth of, 62–65
in-focus zone and, 60
panning technique and, 35
sharpness of, 68

Fogo Island, Newfoundland, viii–ix, xii–xiii
foreground, waiting for, 160–163
forgetting the camera, 44–47
forums, online, 246, 249
frames

aspect ratio of, 202–205
how we read, 90–91
negative space in, 178
orientation of, 198–201
playing with scale in, 208

Frank, Robert, 253
freezing action, 26, 28
Friend voice, 248
front light, 116–117
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L
Lake Louise, Canada, 6–7
Lake Turkana, Kenya, 126–127
Lalibela, Ethiopia, 144–145
landscape orientation, 198
LCD display, 21, 22
leading lines, 98–103

assignment about, 101
photo examples of, 102–103
questions to consider about, 98, 100

Lee Filter System, 231
Leibovitz, Annie, 167, 253
Lemaire Channel, Antarctica, 136, 138, 150
lens flare, 148–151

assignment about, 151
photo examples of, 149, 150

lens hood, 151
lenses

filters for, 226–231
macro, 216
telephoto, 52, 54–57
wide-angle, 40–43

letter to a young photographer, 257–258
life, shortness of, 238, 240
light

backlight, 122–125
color of, 134
direction of, 115–125
front, 116–117
hard vs. soft, 130, 131
intensity of, 131
lens flare from, 148–151
natural, 115
quality of, 126–131
reflected, 129
shadows and, 140–143
sidelight, 118–121
silhouettes and, 144–147
transmitted, 129

light meters. See metering
Liguria, Italy, 234–235

intentional camera movement, 36–39
assignment about, 39
photo examples of, 37, 38
points to consider on, 38–39

inventory, visual, 182
ISO settings

digital file quality and, 20
exposure related to, 25

isolating subjects, 48–60
aperture settings for, 60
assignments about, 53, 57, 60
depth of field for, 58–60
motion used for, 53
photo examples of, 49, 51, 52
point of view for, 50
telephoto lenses for, 50, 54–57
wide-angle lenses for, 52

Italy, 82
Camogli, 140–141
Liguria, 234–235
Venice, 28–29

J
Japan, Hokkaido, 224–225, 236, 237, 252, 253
JPG images

as RAW reference images, 16
shooting both RAW and, 17

juxtaposition, 184–187
assignment about, 187
photo examples of, 185, 186

K
Karsh, Yousuf, 167, 253
Kathmandu, Nepal, 194, 195
Kenna, Michael, 253
Kenya, 103, 203

Lake Turkana, 126–127
Maasai Mara, 94–95

Kenyan people, 46, 47, 123, 153, 238–239, 240, 241
Khutzeymateen grizzlies, 74, 156–157, 159
knowing your subject, 180–183
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motion
blurring, 26, 28–31, 223
camera-created, 36–39
freezing, 26, 28
isolation through, 53
panning, 32–35
shutter speed and, 26, 28

Mpix.com website, 245
multiple exposures, 223
mystery in storytelling, 191

N
National Geographic, 197
natural light, 115
negative space, 176–179

assignment about, 179
questions to consider about, 178

Nepal, Kathmandu, 194, 195
neutral density (ND) filter, 229
Newfoundland, Canada, viii-ix, xii-xiii, 92, 93, 181, 229
Nova Scotia, Canada, 118–119

O
Oaxaca, Mexico, 2–3
online forums, 246, 249
online print services, 245
optical filters. See filters
orientation of frame, 198–201

aspect ratio and, 202
assignment about, 201
photo examples of, 199, 200, 201

out-of-focus photos, 66–69

P
palettes, color. See color palettes
pan heads, 225
panning

isolating subjects through, 53
photo examples of, 32–33, 34
sense of motion created by, 32–35

lines, 84–107
diagonal, 88–93
horizon, 104–107
importance of, 84, 86
isolating, 57
leading, 98–103
patterns created from, 94–97
point of view and, 84–87

lingering, 220
listening to others, 246–249
living with your work, 244
long exposures, 223
Lubben, Kristen, 253

M
Maasai Mara, Kenya, 94–95
Maasai warriors dance, 146, 147
macro photography, 214–217

assignment on exploring, 217
examples of, 214–215, 216, 217

Magnum Contact Sheets (Lubben), 253
Maier, Vivian, 167, 253
Making Ideas Happen (Belsky), x
Manual mode, 10–11
mass, visual. See visual mass
masters, studying, 250–253
mastery, xii
McCormack, Jon, 218
McCurry, Steve, 253
McNally, Joe, 226
meaningful photos, 240
Mentor voice, 248
metering

middle gray used for, 16, 17
Zone System and, 14–15

middle gray, 16, 17
moments, 152–163

awaiting your foreground, 160–163
patience and waiting for, 156–159
slowing down to experience, 220
staying present in, 232–233
timing related to, 152–155
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Q
quality of light, 126–131
Quebec City, Canada, 56, 57
questions

asking better, 6–9
“What if...?,” 210

R
RAW file formats

benefits of using, 14
digital negatives and, 18, 20
histograms and, 20–22
JPG reference images and, 16
post-processing required for, 16, 18

Ray, Man, 253
receptivity, 212
Red Car Effect, 140, 142
red-crowned crane, 48–49
reflected light, 129
reflections, 136–139

assignment about, 139
photo examples of, 137, 138

regrets, 238, 240
relationships

with portrait subjects, 165–166
storytelling through, 190, 192, 193

Renaissance painters, 86
revelation, 165
rhythm, 196
rim light, 124
Rogers, Kenny, 233
Rowell, Galen, 140, 253
rule of thirds, 175
rules, absence of, x

S
Saint-Exupéry, Antoine de, 234
Salgado, Sebastião, 253
scale, 206–209

assignment on playing with, 209
photo examples of, 207

passive perception, 213
patience, 156–159
pattern recognition, 140, 142
patterns, 94–97

assignment on looking for, 97
photo examples of, 94–95, 96

Patterson, Freeman, 256
Peachpit.com website, 259
Peggys Cove, Nova Scotia, 118–119
Penn, Irving, 253
Pentax Spotmatic, 11
Pentax Way, The (Keppler), 11
perception, 97, 213, 220
perspective, 86, 208
photo essays, 194–197
Photographically Speaking (duChemin), 90
photography books, 251
play vs. practice, 9
point of view (POV)

assignment about, 87
isolating elements based on, 50
lines related to, 84–87

polarizing filter, 227–228
portrait orientation, 198
portraits, 164–167

assignment on shooting, 167
considering people and, 164–167
lighting for, 117, 124

possibilities, exploring, 210–213
post-processing

optical filters vs., 227
required for RAW files, 16, 18
visual mass added through, 170

practice vs. play, 9
pre-visualizing images, 110
Prince Edward Island, Canada, 120–121
printing your photos, 242–245

assignment about, 245
quality considerations, 244
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staying present, 232–233
Stellar Sea Eagle, 60–61
storytelling, 188–193

assignments about, 193, 197
cinematic thinking for, 194–197
photo examples of, 189, 192

studying the masters, 250–253
style, consistency of, 196
sunlight

exposure and reflected, 21
lens flare from, 148–151
See also light

Sycophant voice, 248

T
telephoto lenses, 52, 54–57
tension, 170, 175
Thailand, Chiang Mia, 186
timing, 152–155

assignment about, 155
decisive moment and, 154
examples illustrating, 152–153

tonal values, 83
transmitted light, 129
tripods, 222–225

assignment on using, 225
value in using, 223

Twitter info for author, 259

U
unifying elements, 70
user manuals, 10

V
Varanasi, India, 186
Venice, Italy, 28–29
Vermillion Lakes, Canada, 254–255
vertical orientation, 198
vision, 2–5
Vision and Voice (duChemin), 22

seeing, photographic, 220
Shaden, Brooke, 4, 75
shadows, 140–143

assignment on noticing, 143
photo examples of, 140–141, 142, 143

shapes
patterns created from, 94–97
silhouettes based on, 146

sharpness
aesthetic related to, 68
aperture settings and, 64
shutter speed and, 28, 30

Shatner, William, 165
shooting from the heart, 238–241
Shutter Priority mode, 39
shutter speed

exposure related to, 26
intentional camera movement and, 38
motion capture and, 26, 28–31
neutral density filters and, 229
panning technique and, 32–35
use of slower, 28–31

sidelight, 118–121
assignment about, 121
photo examples of, 118–119, 120

silhouettes, 144–147
assignment on shooting, 147
photo examples of, 144–145, 146

Simons, Daniel J., 212
simplicity, 234–237
Singh-Ray filters, 231
sketch images, 108–111
Slow Shutter app, 39
slower shutter speeds, 28–31

assignment on using, 31
photo examples of, 28–29, 30, 31

slowing down, 157, 218–221, 223
soft light, 130, 131
space, negative. See negative space
Speedliter’s Handbook (Arena), 227
spot meters, 15
St. John’s, Newfoundland, 181
starbursts, 64
static balance, 172, 174
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visual inventory, 182
visual mass, 168–171

assignment on noticing, 171
key points about, 170

voices, listening to other, 246–249

W
waiting

assignment on, 163
patience related to, 157–158
for your foreground, 160–163

warm light, 134
web resources

author’s blog, 259
online forums, 246, 249
print services, 245

weight, visual. See visual mass
Weston, Edward, 253
“What if...?” questions, 210
Whisky Shots project, 214
white balance, 132–135

assignment about, 135
photo examples of, 132–133

whooper swan, 52, 53, 54–55, 128, 129
wide-angle lenses

assignment on using, 43
characteristics of, 42–43
diagonal lines and, 90
isolating subjects with, 52
sense of inclusion from, 40–42

Wolfe, Art, 253

Y
Yukon, Canada, 36–37, 114–115
Yukon Impressions series, 36

Z
Zone System, 12–17

assignment on using, 17
graphic representation of, 15
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